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WORKSHOP: TYROS O.S.

Therre  iss  aa  grroup  of  buttonnss  thaat  mmosst  of  uss  haarrdly  everr  nnotice.    Collectively  it  iss  caalled  ‘Voice
Effect’’  aannd,  qquietly  aannd  unnobtrrussively,  eaach  conntrrol  plaayss  aann  immporrtaannt  paarrt  inn  mmaakinng  the
innsstrrummennt  ssounnd the  waay  thaat  it  doess.  

Tyros Basics

TThhee  VVooiiccee  EEffffeecctt  BBuuttttoonnss  -  IInniittiiaall  TToouucchh

I’m  going  to  leave  the  first  of  the  six  buttons,  labelled
HARMONY/ECHO,  until  last  as  there’s  probably  more
to  tell  about  this  control.    So  let’s  begin  with  the  button
immediately  to  its  right...  INITIAL TOUCH.  

I think most of us play with
this button switched on -
and this is the default
setting for the keyboard.
It’s not unusual though to hear from players who find
the ‘left hand’, by which they usually mean the backing
Style accompaniment, is overpowering the melody
played by their right hand.  This can be due to several
reasons.  Perhaps they’re what I’d class as a ‘timid’
player... someone who is not confident with their
technical skill and/or with using the instrument.  Or
maybe it’s someone who’s suffering from a medical
condition that makes it painful to strike the keys harder
than they do.  Or it might be someone that simply
hasn’t developed their finger muscles - as those who
learned scales and exercises on piano before coming
to the electronic keyboard tend to do.

Solution  1:  Switch  the  [INITIAL TOUCH]  button  off.  

It’s a solution, certainly, because when you switch

[INITIAL TOUCH] off all the notes come out at a
uniformly high volume - thus giving each note
maximum strength.  This is also the solution you’re
least likely to hear me recommend because it takes
away all the expression and variation that makes music
pleasant on the ear.  I’d be far more inclined to suggest
turning the Style volume down to a level where the
melody can come through - then turn up the Master
Volume to balance the sound to your taste.

Solution  2:  Adjust  the  level  of  touch  sensitivity.

Press [DIRECT ACCESS] followed by [INITIAL TOUCH].

Note:  Pressing [DIRECT ACCESS] will always take you
to the control page for the button you press next (if it
has a control page of course).

In this case [DIRECT ACCESS] > [INITIAL TOUCH]
takes you to the keyboard’s CONTROLLER page where
you’ll find the INITIAL TOUCH control already selected
(fig.3).

Fig.2

Fig.1
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The Left and
Right voice parts
that are marked
with a tick show
you which parts
will be affected by
any changes you
make to the Initial
Touch setting.
Where a part(s) is
not marked the
Initial Touch
sensitivity is
switched OFF.

In this illustration
all the voice parts
are marked ON -
but you can
choose here
which parts are
subject to the
touch control,
and which aren’t.  

Want  to  try  something  a  little  more  adventurous?

Here’s something you might like to try to test your touch
control technique.  Select a Piano voice for the RIGHT1
part and a Live Strings voice for the RIGHT2 part.  Now
switch Touch Control ON for RIGHT1 (piano) and OFF
for RIGHT2.  

As you play very gently on the keyboard you will only
hear the string sound but, as you strike the keys harder
the volume of the piano will increase until it matches
that of the strings.  Play gently again and the piano
subsides.  

This tells you that
the INITIAL
TOUCH is
currently set at
MEDIUM.  This is
the keyboard’s
default setting.

These buttons
select other items
in the KEYBOARD
/PANEL
CONTROLLER
page.  

AFTER TOUCH is
what happens to
the sound if,
having struck a
key, you press
down on it before
releasing the
note. 

MODULATION
WHEEL switches
ON/OFF the
effect of the
Modulation
control wheel.

TRANSPOSE
ASSIGN lets you
decide whether
you want the
Transpose control
to affect the
whole instrument
(MASTER) or just
selected parts of it. 

The Yamaha
Tyros keyboards
offer levels of
control that are far
beyond what the
majority of us
need to just play
and make a nice
sound - but it is an
instrument that
caters for everyone,
so most things
can be changed
to suit the personal
taste of even the
most demanding
players.

If  you  want  to  regulate
the  response  of  the
keyboard  to  your  touch
this  is  the  one  you
need...

There are five TOUCH
settings to choose from.
The default setting is
MEDIUM which should
suit the majority of
players.  

Try  this...

Play very gently on the
keyboard - so gently
that you can hardly hear
a sound.  Then try to
increase the strength
with which you strike

This slider sets the volume of the sound when the
INITIAL TOUCH control is turned OFF.  Minimum = 1,
Maximum = 127.  When INITIAL TOUCH is OFF the
volume of the voice will be constant at the level set here.

the note so that each note is slightly louder than the last.  Now select SOFT2 from the list
and do the same thing again.  You’ll find that you can’t increase the volume in quite as many
stages.  In other words the keyboard is less sensitive to your touch when SOFT2 is used.
On the other hand its sensitivity is increased considerably when HARD2 is chosen - and, if
your touch control is good enough, you’ll be able to produce many more stages of volume.
Obviously you’re not going to be able to be as precise as this when you’re playing normally
but, because there are less volume stages to ‘hit’ if you choose SOFT2 you’re more likely to
produce a consistent volume.  If, however, you tend to play with a heavy touch the HARD2
option will ‘soften the blow’ as it were - resulting again in a more consistent volume.  If you
find enough improvement using SOFT2, far better that than switching off the INITIAL TOUCH
feature altogether.

The Controller PThe Controller Pageage
KKeyboard/Peyboard/Panelanel

Fig.3



TThhee  VVooiiccee  EEffffeecctt  BBuuttttoonnss  -  SSuussttaaiinn

It will come as no surprise
to you that pressing the
[SUSTAIN] button causes
the sound of the voices to
sustain and then gradually fade away once the key(s)
is released.  That’s about it... but if we left it there this
would be a very short article.

The problem is that there is nothing subtle about the
sustain button.  It’s either on, or it’s off... and it adds
sustain to ALL the voices of the right hand parts
equally.  Try this... switch the [SUSTAIN] button on and
run the back of your finger down the white keys from
the top to the bottom of the keyboard - and back up
again.  All the notes simply blur into each other.  Great
if the instrument you’re using is a Harp, but it’s not so
good with some of the other sounds.  But that’s sustain
in its simplest form.  Thankfully the feature is more
versatile than this and there are ways to make much
better use of it.

Add  your  preferred  level  of  sustain  to  a  single  voice.  

Select a voice from the panel - e.g. Concert Grand
piano. Then, at the bottom of the screen, press VOICE
SET (fig.5).

When the VOICE SET window opens in the screen,
select the EFFECT/EQ tab at the top of the page.  Item
1 in the list includes PANEL SUSTAIN and you’ll see a
level control at the bottom right of the screen (fig.6).

With the [SUSTAIN] button on the keyboard’s panel
switched ON adjust the level of sustain to give you the
amount you want.  Then select SAVE from the right
hand side of the screen (fig 6).

At the USER page (fig.7) select SAVE again, this time
at the bottom of the screen.

Then, as you’ve effectively changed the Concert Grand
piano voice, give the ‘new’ voice a name and press OK
to confirm (fig.8).
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Whenever you want to recall this voice, call up the
USER page again and select the edited voice from the
screen (fig.9).

Using VOICE SET you can add different levels of
sustain to each of the voices in the four voice parts.
This makes it versatile - but, sadly, impossible to
regulate during a performance.   

Attach  a  sustain  pedal  to  your  keyboard  

For my money this is by far the best option.  A sustain
pedal or foot switch is one accessory that I would
advise anyone buying an electronic piano or keyboard
to invest in.  Connecting one couldn’t be easier - as it’s
a simple plug-in and the keyboard’s default setting is
for the foot switch to operate sustain.  Press the pedal
down - you have sustain.  Release the pedal - the
sustain is switched off.

Try another little exercise... 

With the [SUSTAIN] switch on the panel switched OFF
call up the original CONCERT GRAND piano sound
and press the sustain pedal.  Hold it down as you play
the notes in fig.10.  As before the notes all run into
each other.  Then do the same thing again - this time
pressing the pedal where ‘Ped.’ is marked and
releasing it at the end of the duration line.

Now each set of three notes is separated from the next
and comes across as distinct from the others.  Release
the key as soon as you have played the last note (with
the pedal pressed down) and let the note ring on until
it dies away.

The best thing ever... it’s simple to use and it’s just as
effective today as it’s always been!

Fig.9

Fig.10


